TECHICAL REQUIREMENTS

1. CANTILEVER STRENGTH: 575# [2.57KN]
2. TENSILE STRENGTH: 1900# [8.5KN]
3. COMPRESSION STRENGTH: 20000# [89.5KN]
4. NEMA VOLTAGE RATING: 8.7KV
5. MINIMUM CREEPAGE DISTANCE: 9.25" [235mm]
6. IMPULSE WITHSTAND: 95KV BIL
7. GLAZE: ANSI 70 LIGHT GREY
8. APPLICABLE STANDARD: ANSI C29.10–1989

1/2"–13UNC
28mm thread depth
BRASS INSERT SECURED
W/ PORTLAND CEMENT

PART NO. MI70210PC
PORCELAIN STANDOFF
INSULATOR